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Introduction
th

Welcome to the 2012 edition of the Director’s Report. On the 5 of July 2012, we celebrated 37 years of empowering
Pune’s marginalized. This report should give a view of the wide range of programmes and activities that DGS conducts
throughout the year.
Regular news and updates can be found on the Deep Griha Society website – www.deepgriha.org. The website is
updated periodically and holds many exciting features and a huge amount of fresh new content, including latest news,
stories, photo galleries, videos, case studies, fundraising ideas, information about all Deep Griha projects, the online
giving centre, free Deep Griha downloads, volunteer pages... and much more!
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Deep Griha Projects
Deep Griha’s report of projects in the last year can be summed up under the following heads:

Childcare
Creches & Pre
School, Sp.
Nutrition
Rural
Empowerment-

Child
EmpowermentAadhar Kendra

Education &

Coaching
classes

awareness

DEEP
GRIHA
SOCIETY
DISHA-

Youth

Deep Griha’s
Integrated
Services for
HIV/AIDS

&
Women’s
Empowerment
Medical
And
Healthcare

Through a range of family welfare programmes encompassing Childcare, Child Empowerment, Youth Empowerment,
Women’s Empowerment, Healthcare, HIV/AIDS and Rural Empowerment, DGS helps beneficiaries in 3 slums of Pune
and several nearby villages. Direct beneficiaries of the services of Deep Griha during the year 2011-12 were more than
98318.
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Director’s Message
It is quite overwhelming to look back and realise that Deep Griha’s struggle to empower the marginalised
has completed 37 long years. We had the special celebration on the 5 thof July 2012 which is our
Anniversary Day.
There have been ups and downs during this journey but the management, the staff , the donors & well
wishers and the stakeholders in the community stood together firmly to help us reach the goals. Over the
years new challenges were faced, there were alterations in the type of activities or services rendered,
some projects were closed down and some new ones were started but the outcome has been very
encouraging. The results are positive and help us to believe that ‘change’ is possible.
Cummins, who have been associated with Deep Griha for the past several years, especially for setting up
the environment friendly projects at the Deep Griha Academy, through their CSR, offered to help set a “5
Year Road map” for Deep Griha. It was a unique concept for Deep Griha! Cummins appointed a team of
professionals to first understand each of Deep Griha’s projects. In the light of this detailed study they
have made some suggestions. To help us fill the gaps they are going to guide our team to have best
practices in administration, finance management, fund raising etc. It has been an invaluable asset for
Deep Griha to get this kind of support & encouragement.
For Deep Griha Academy too it has been a year of accomplishments. Formal permission for construction
was granted by the concerned Authorities and British Gas (through Centrica) came forward to finance the
construction of the First Phase of Primary School. The construction was mostly completed and we had a
formal inauguration of the new building on 14 thJune 2012 at the hands of the officers from British Gas &
Centrica.
I had the honour to visit friends in US and UK during September/October 2011. It was an opportunity to
report to them about the work we are doing, the progress we have made and thank them personally for
their prayers and support. In January this year we had a group from Columbus, Ohio, who came down to
see & experience the work of Deep Griha. The Deep Griha USA, the First Community Church, the Global
Ministries in Cleveland, the Friends of Deep Griha –UK, individual fund raisers and numerous donors have
been pillars of strength and encouragement for us despite the recession and we have been able to carry
on the projects consistently.
We have been successful in getting local support through the Corporate sector, facilitated by their
Corporate Social Responsibility schemes. Amongst those are the Mahindra Tech Foundation, Venky’s
Foundation, Cummins International, BNY Mellon, Centrica, Suzlon, Fujitsu, HDFC, WNS, and EXL etc. Their
support comes not just through the funds and gifts in kind but with their staff actually visiting &
volunteering at our projects and interacting with our partners in the community. There are also some
individual local donors, who choose to remain anonymous who have been there for any emergency needs.
The volunteers at Deep Griha, both from overseas and local have been an asset in the implementation of
projects efficiently and in the growth and developments of Deep Griha. The Girl Guides coming through
SANGAM International Guide Centre bring quality to our project implementation.
With best wishes and prayers for continued support,
Yours sincerely
Neela Onawale,
Director
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Childcare

Deep Griha Society runs several projects promoting the health and education of children living within the slum
communities of Pune. Our crèches and balwadis (pre-schools) provide a safe and stimulating environment for young
children to learn and develop through play. They also meet a need in the community for a place where mothers can
leave their children, enabling them to go to work. The crèches care for children aged 6 months to 3 years, with the
balwadis (preschool) operating for 3 to 5 year olds. Approximately 350 children currently benefit from this programme.
All children attending the crèches and balwadis receive:







Pre-school education
Nutrition
Regular medical check-ups
Free medical treatment and immunisation
Periodic parents’ meetings
Recreational programmes

This is a wonderful way of developing rapport with the community, since the teachers have regular contact with the
children’s families. As part of their training, teachers are given basic health education and are in an ideal position to
spot signs of illness or malnutrition and to discuss any concerns with parents.
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Crèches
With very low incomes, it is often necessary for both parents in a household to
go out to work. DGS became aware that many mothers of young children were
unable to work due to a total lack of local childcare facilities. Many families
were relying on older children to look after the younger ones. To enable
mothers to take up jobs, crèche facilities were organised in the Tadiwala Road
and Ramtekadi areas. Besides enabling the mothers to earn for the family, this
facility in the slum area provides the older children with an opportunity to
continue their schooling. The children are looked after in a safe, secure place
with nutrition and medical facilities at hand.

Balwadis (pre-school)
Many of the children that attend the crèche move on at age three into a
balwadi class. The balwadis perform a similar function to the crèches in
terms of childcare but also serve to prepare children for school, which
they will join at age five. The local primary schools run by the Pune
Municipal Corporation have insufficient places for the number of children
living in the slums. Children who have attended Deep Griha balwadis are
given preference for admission in the first standard in the local schools.

Special Nutrition Centres
For children identified by our health workers as suffering from
malnutrition or chronic ill health (e.g. tuberculosis, pneumonia) we
provide daily nutrition in the form of one free meal. These children are
not required to be enrolled in the crèche or balwadi classes to benefit.
If a child is too sick to come to the centre, meals are sent to his/her
home.

With the support from Design impact of US, a Fellow was sent to conduct a research on a cost effective nutritional
supplement for children, many of whom are anaemic and underweight for their age. The research work is completed
and now we are going to introduce the same for all our children in the community. Initially these nutritious laddus will
be tried on our children in crèches/balwadis. The process has already started in Aug. 2012. A second fellow from
Design Impact has arrived to ensure the implementation of this project. Once we are satisfied with the product, the
same will be introduced in the community so that the SHGs may take it up as a business and be instrumental in
improving the health of the children in the community.
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Child Empowerment:
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Deep Griha Society runs a range of Child Empowerment Programmes, taking a holistic approach. The programmes fall
into three main categories: Education, Aadhar Kendra Child Sponsorship, and City of Child.

Education
Coaching Classes:
The Jyotiba Phule Sarva Shikshan Abhiyan, used to support us for the
studies of the children who could not go to school or dropped out after
1/2 years of schooling (school drop outs). The beneficiaries of this
programme were children who, for reasons beyond their control, had
either dropped out or had never been to school. These children often
lived the life of an adult, with similar responsibilities. The centre enabled
these children to be children, at least for a few hours each day but at the
same time opportunity was provided to them to learn through
awareness programmes. Counselling was available for all these children.
Formal Literacy and Post-literacy Classes were also available for these
children, covering classes from basic literacy to 4th – 7th standard. We would arrange entertainment and day trips,
such as picnics and educational tours. Additionally all children in the programme received education materials,
medical care and nutrition (one basic meal per day provided by Venky’s Foundation, Pune, India).
In the month of May 2010, there was a change in the policy and the Sarva Shikshan Abhiyan made it compulsory for
ALL the children to be enrolled in the local Corporation schools and stopped supporting the school drop out
programme. It is an experimental project at present and the children have been admitted in schools, in the class
suitable for their age. It is going to be hard for the children to fit themselves in this regular school routine. We have to
just watch and see the results of this experiment. Now we have started conducting coaching classes for such children
who need assistance in their studies.

Hobby Classes / Summer School
Run by staff, volunteers and visitors, the summer school runs for two weeks every
year and provides a safe environment for children to relax and learn different
crafts after their school final exams. In the summer school in 2012 approximately
353 children, aged 6-14 years participated in different events. During this period
they are provided with opportunities to participate in games, songs, crafts and
performances and to watch movie screenings.
There are times when volunteers arrange for a craft class for the children of this
age group. Children look forward to this experience of learning new things to do.

Mentally Challenged children attending Kamayani School
Mentally challenged children from Tadiwala Road have been attending Kamayani
School for the past nearly 7-8 years. DGS field workers identified these children
during family visits and realised that such children were neglected and very much
suppressed in the family. They are looked upon as a stigma. DGS took the initiative
to make the parents accept this challenge and to help these children to gain some
freedom to learn. We contacted Kamayani and managed to get admission to these
children to this school. Our role is to make transport available, for both ways(to &
fro), for these children. This year about 15 to 18 children attend Kamayani School.
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Aadhar Kendra- Child Sponsorship
Over the years we have come into contact
with many young children living in dire
circumstances. Especially vulnerable are the
children who have lost one or both of their
parents. It is not necessarily the case that
these children are unloved. However, where
incomes are desperately low and a singleparent family is unsure if there is enough
money to buy food for the next meal, children
cannot be allowed to be children; they must
work to earn much needed money.
Orphaned children are often taken in by the
extended family but with already very limited
incomes and cramped living conditions, many
are viewed as an added responsibility or a
burden. Such children were being brought up
under very insecure conditions. It is not
unusual for such children to be required to go out to work from a very early age. There are many children who are
being identified nowadays who are either infected or affected by HIV & AIDS.
It is with this background that in 1989 we developed the Aadhar Kendra, a Child Sponsorship Programme. ‘Aadhar
Kendra’ in Marathi means the ‘Support Centre’. The primary beneficiary is the child, but the scheme also aims to give
help and support to the foster family / single parent.
Sponsorship
At present the annual sponsorship is of about Rs 10,000 per child. There are about 17 local sponsors and 299 are from
abroad. The sponsorship was increased from Rs. 8000/- to 10,000 just about 4 years ago but now this amount is not
enough for child’s basic needs today. The costs at this end have gone up and with the economic recession in the West,
we cannot ask the overseas sponsors to increase the amount of sponsorship! For children at City of Child we have
started having two sponsors per child and the sponsors are informed about the same. For sending the children to
English Medium school, the sponsorship is more. This sponsorship provides each sponsored child with the following:














Daily nutrition – one meal each day at our nutrition centre. (Large amount
of this meal comes as gift in kind from Venky’s Foundation)
Medical care – Periodic checkups, as well as free medical care during illness.
Educational material – books, stationary, school bags, uniforms and other
educational materials required are all provided. If children are interested in
any extra courses we aim to meet the cost of the fees payable.
Educational instruction – where it is needed children are given extra
guidance with school work through coaching classes.
Guidance & counselling – a counsellor looks at the problems and needs of
these vulnerable children, especially as they reach adolescence, and provides support and guidance.
Clothes & miscellaneous – the children receive clothes twice a year and shoes/raincoats/umbrellas if they need
them. We try to meet any additional needs based on their requests & requirements.
Entertainment programs – plays, picnics, educational tours, or just an opportunity to leave the city’s hustle and
bustle behind. Events are organized for groups of children in the same age range and from the same community
so as to ensure better interaction.
Assistance to the family during any crisis period – illness and death are common and can bring high unexpected
costs. Bad weather conditions can wreak havoc and those living in poorly constructed homes are often left
exposed to the elements. With such limited incomes it is impossible for a family to save money for a “rainy
day”. We try and help the family with money or construction materials (e.g. tin sheets for a roof) on a case-bycase basis.
Children’s birthdays are celebrated jointly once a month in each of the areas.
There are feasts arranged for celebrations, like Diwali, Christmas etc.
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Keeping in touch
We feel it is beneficial for the child and the sponsor
to learn about each other and to keep in touch. For
this reason we encourage communication by way of
letters/cards. Where the child does not read and
write English we will ensure letters to sponsors are
accompanied by a translation. Similarly, Marathi
translations are provided for letters from sponsors.
Sponsors receive a progress report each year along
with a photograph of the child. This report is about
the school reports, health conditions, any special
happenings in the family of the child etc. Updates
are also sent out with Christmas/New Year cards in
December. We encourage the personal interaction
between the sponsors and children. Some sponsors
personally come to visit their sponsored child.
A little extra
We are now able to provide some of our Aadhar Kendra children with an English-medium education. Proficiency in
English is fast becoming a necessity for both higher studies and employment. Most application forms and interviews
for government jobs are in English. Jobs available as a result of the new stream of foreign investment in Pune also
require proficient knowledge and use of English. Traditionally our children, from the slum areas, receive a free
education at state run schools. The standard of education in such schools is significantly lower than in private
schools. Furthermore, although English is included in the curriculum it is often poorly taught and very few students
attain a competent level in the subject. Our children are therefore unable to compete for jobs and remain in low paid
unskilled areas of employment.
To send a child to an English-medium school, the tuition fees are much higher. While we recommend an Englishmedium education to enhance the future prospects of our children we leave this decision to the sponsor. It is by no
means compulsory.
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City of Child
Located on 14 acres of land in Kasurdi village, 45km from
Pune, City of Child (CoC) is a child empowerment project to
provide a safe home for children under vulnerable
conditions identified by our fieldworkers from all the three
urban slum communities we work in, enabling them to focus
on the future. We have a provision for 50 children to be
accommodated comfortably and do have a license for the
same.
Residents at City of Child benefit from:
 Safe and secure accommodation
 All the required meals, snacks & tea in the day
 Fresh fruits, vegetables, food grains cultivated on
premises and milk from our own dairy









Enrolment at the local village schools
Help with homework from staff and volunteers
Free school materials
Free medical care
Clothing provided for and special clothes for Diwali/Eid celebrations
Recreation facilities (playground, games and cricket pitch, TV & DVD player)
Guidance, support and counselling
5 children attend Deep Griha Academy which is an English medium school.

There are currently 39 children living at City of Child, all sponsored under the Aadhar Kendra scheme.
The rural location and facilities also provide an ideal environment for recreational breaks for the children of Pune’s
slums. In conjunction with the School Dropout and Child/Youth Empowerment programmes, children are taken for
outings and picnics to City of Child. The playground area is also open to local children. The ‘Temple of Peace’ provides
a quiet place for meditation, prayer and for any group gatherings.
City of Child also incorporates a farm with livestock. There is a variety of crops like wheat, jawar, bajara, vegetables,
fruits which are beneficial in making this project, at least partly, self sufficient. The small dairy farm provides enough
milk for our needs on the premises.
Guest accommodation is utilised by volunteers and visitors.
Some organizations book the facilities at the City of Child to conduct seminars, workshops, meetings, voluntary work
and training.
Tailoring classes and Self Help Groups’ meetings are arranged for the local rural community.
Health awareness and HIV/AIDS awareness sessions are arranged in the rural community.

Preventive and Social
Medicine (PSM) department of the Armed Forces Medical College
(AFMC), Pune, who have adopted Kasurdi village for a rural medical outreach
Deep Griha was instrumental in inviting the

programme since the year 2004. The PSM department of AFMC conducts a
regular clinic in the village, every Tuesday & Friday throughout the year, with
specialists from different departments. These clinics have benefitted the
residents of Kasurdi and other villages in the vicinity. If required, case follow-up
takes place at the AFMC Hospital. All these medical services are provided free of
cost. The Kasurdi Grama Panachyat has built one Clinic for them in the village.
For the past 5 years, every year the Post Graduate students of PSM Department spend two weeks in either the month
of February/March as part of their rural outreach programme. They stay at the dormitories at CoC and do surveys of
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the Kasurdi village and nearby villages from the Public Health point of view and give guidelines to the villagers. They
have a special function at the end of their stay and the Commandant and other Officers of high rank from Pune attend
the same. This year about 20 of them had come to CoC for two weeks.
th

From 12 of August 2012 onwards, two/three medical doctors and paramedical persons will be staying at the City of
Child to provide 24/7 medical services to the community throughout the year. They will be staying on the City of Child
premises. The resident doctors are going to be a great asset for the
health care of residents at CoC besides all the villagers.
rd

th

Nursing students (3 , 4 year students, B.Sc & M.Sc. Nursing) from The
Ruby Hall Nursing College and the Inlak Budhrani Hospital spent two to
four weeks at COC as part of their studies of outreach for rural health, in
January/February 2012. This has become an annual feature since 2010.
For the past four years, the students of ILS Law College have been visiting
th
COC on 26 January and spend the whole day with children. They
arrange games, sports & cultural activities.

The Children at CoC participated in the inter NGO sports competitions held in Pune and
our children bagged some prizes.
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Youth Empowerment:
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Yuva Sphurti Kendra – (Youth Inspiration Centre) - IT School
The Yuva Sphurti Kendra (YSK) - IT School (a Computer Lab), which was started in June 2007 in collaboration with Deep
Griha Society and Satyam Foundation (as their Corporate Social Responsibility). Since June 2010 the class is conducted
in collaboration with Tech-Mahindra and continues to do so. There are three months’ batches of 25 to 30 students in
each. In Aug 2012 Batch number 21 is going on.
The goal of the programme is to reach out to students from the underprivileged sections of society through ITES
(Information Technology Enabled Services), in order to:
 Provide a skill-building training programme (computer training and
spoken/written English)
 Facilitate underprivileged youth to find jobs in Pune’s vibrant IT and
hospitality sectors
 Provide Career counselling to the youth and help in their capacity
building.
 Personality development sessions conducted.
The classroom has been equipped with 35 computers, courtesy of TechMahindra, which also provides the lecturing staff. DGS hosts the facility
and refers candidates for the programme.
To join this three months’ course, the prospective students must meet
several criteria, including having at least SSC/HSC qualification, passing an
entrance exam and interview, and having a family income of less than Rs
6000 per month.
In July 2012, the Yuva Sphurti Kendra completed its fifth year. Since the
programme started there have been 20 batches more than 200 students
have been successfully placed into regular employment.
The Tech Mahindra associates devote time out of their busy schedules to strive towards enhancing the overall skills
and confidence of the students, making them self-reliant. This opportunity of interacting with IT professionals is an
experience in itself and helps to boost the self confidence of the students.
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DEEP GRIHA Youth Resource and Activity Centre, (DIYA) - Ramtekadi
DIYA (Deep Griha’s Integrated Youth Activity Centre) was
inaugurated in Ramtekadi in June 2008.
After interacting with youth in the communities that DGS
works in, especially since they are the ones we watched
grow since their early childhood, we realised that there is a
real need to empower Pune’s urban youth, who face many
challenges during this critical period in their development.
Presently economic necessity forces many youth to seek
employment at the expense of education. Local schools
offer primarily Marathi medium education, which limits
youths’ job opportunities in today’s global context.
Additionally youth encounter a number of social issues.
Reproductive health problems are rising steeply; there is a
lack of sexual health awareness, yet young people do not know where to seek medical and counselling advice. Topics
such as teenage marriage, early pregnancy (both inside and outside marriage), menarche-induced anaemia, STIs
(Sexually Transmitted Infections), especially HIV/AIDS, family planning, drug use, sexual behaviour, gender
discrimination etc. need to be discussed with youth. Young people have limited or no access to counselling on lifestyle
issues in families or in the community at large. Young girls feel they are financial burdens on their families and feel
pressured to marry. They need to develop self confidence to make right decisions and be encouraged to focus on
education.
The role of DIYA:
DIYA aims to enable both holistic and skills development in
urban youth as a means to empower them to take control of
their lives and access a wider range of opportunities. Youth
also profit from safe and productive recreation activities,
which can increase their happiness and reduce engagement
in harmful alternatives like criminal or gang behaviour or
drug use. DIYA encompasses a range of activities to benefit
young people:









Skills development, including English, computers, and
tailoring
Awareness sessions on topics including sex and
sexuality, drug abuse, HIV/AIDS, gender discrimination
and domestic violence.
Counselling facilities
Recreation facilities, including dance lessons, theatre, fine arts, and board games
Library with Marathi, Hindi and English books
Outings/picnics
Henna & rangoli design, beautician’s courses and pre-school teacher’s courses for girls

One of our primary aims is to ensure the sustainability of the centre, which will eventually be accomplished through
the extensive involvement of youth in the administration and execution of the centre’s programmes. This capacitybuilding is another key way to empower beneficiaries to assume ownership and responsibility.
DIYA is envisioned to be a youth-centric, youth-run centre that will equip participants with the confidence and life skills
that will expand their opportunities in the future.
The BNY (Bank of New York) Mellon, through their CSR approved to support this project for three years. Their staff
come as volunteers at DIYA on Saturdays. Their staffs have put in three days’ work for painting at Ramtekadi project
and one day was given for craft and games at the FWC project. In October last year 20 of their staff did painting,
masonry work etc for two weeks at CoC. Their hours of volunteer work are counted and as per their salaries, the
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equivalent amount is donated to Deep Griha. They have invited our youth to visit BNY office in Magarpatta City to
learn computers. Twelve youth go for these classes twice a week for two hours.

Children Day Programme at BNY Mellon India

Dental check-up by DY Patil Hospital

An Awareness programme for Youth

Eye Check-up by Bharti Hospital

BNY Mellon Scholarship:

Last year we received ` 380307/- as scholarship, which were given to 29 Graduate and Post
Graduate students, and this year we have received ` for 49 Graduate and Post Graduate students.
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Women’s Empowerment

Girl Child development Seminars:
With the support from the Seroptomists International, Pune Branch, Girl Child Development Seminars were
conducted for adolescent girls. Through these seminars which deal with personal & public hygiene, various awareness
sessions on different issues like health, social & family life, gender discriminations etc., the girls are made to develop a
self dignity and confidence in themselves.
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Women form the backbone of the local community, yet are also the most marginalised and oppressed. Deep Griha
Society over the past several years persevered to give as many opportunities as possible to empower the women to
make informed choices to make life better for themselves and their families.

Adult Education
The basic literacy classes are for illiterate members of the
th
community, who then proceed up to 4 & 7th standard. There is a
strong emphasis on awareness programmes related to health, social
& legal issues, HIV/AIDS, personality development etc. Since the
programme began in 1986, several thousand women have benefited
from literacy and personality development through increased
knowledge which boosted their self confidence. There are many
success stories of previously illiterate women going on to pass
examinations and taking up income generation activities and some
acquiring jobs.
This year we had following number graduates for each class:
Basic Literacy: 59
th
4 grade: 33
5th Grade: 34
th
7 grade: 62

Self-Help Groups
A total of 70 Self Help Groups have been formed in three slums and in selected villages, enabling women to come
together to discuss and exchange ideas and to solve their problems, especially the ones related to family finances.
Women learn about personal, household and small business financial management, and these groups which are credit
co-operatives, enable the women to source finance either for emergency expenditure or to set up their own small
businesses. Deep Griha is responsible for motivation, organisation, training and supervision of these groups but the
women run the groups themselves.
During the last year Bank of Maharashtra gave loans to 5 different groups of Rs. 1 lac each. There is one loan approval
of Rs 5 lacs is in process.

Couples Seminars
Special seminars are organised periodically in all DGS areas for married couples. These give information about health
issues (including immunisations, family planning, hygiene, HIV & AIDS,), gender issues, family lifestyles, income
generation, alcohol and substance abuse, social welfare, financial literacy and so on. These seminars have had a
positive impact on the family lifestyles.
Due to financial constraints we cannot conduct them regularly, but whenever the Family Planning Department receives
grant for the same from Central Government, Deep Griha is roped in to conduct these seminars.

Skills & vocational Training Courses
These courses provide women with opportunities for professional development and include practical experience.
Courses are available for balwadi teachers, beauticians and mehendi & rangoli artists and are taught by qualified
external teachers. After successful completion of the courses, Deep Griha continues to support the women with
information on potential jobs and resources for starting businesses.
There is a Tailoring class in Nasrapur, Bhor Taluka for women in the nearby
villages.
Legal Aid and Advice through Legal Clinics
In addition to the above we work with the Legal Aid Centre of Pune and ILS
Law College to provide legal aid and advice. In 2006-07, ILS Law College
started ‘Law Clinics’ in Tadiwala Road and Bibvewadi. The clinic gives free
legal advice for problems such as domestic violence, property rights,
dowry, human rights and divorce to those in need. The clinics include group
sessions, individual counselling and follow-up on cases. They are held once
a month in both the above mentioned areas.
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On International Women’s Day and World Literacy Day, celebrations and cultural programs are organised giving
women an opportunity to come together to discuss ideas, share success stories and showcase their talents through
music and dance. Certificates and prizes are given for literacy achievement.
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Medical & Healthcare

Historically, Deep Griha Society initiated its contact with the marginalised population by providing primary healthcare.
Increasingly these needs have been met by government, private and other non-government organisations. The
response has been to scale down projects where the need is being met elsewhere but to continue and expand where
gaps remain.

Urban Clinics
Deep Griha runs a single clinic at the Family Welfare
Centre, Tadiwala Road. The clinic is open daily 10am to
1pm and 5pm until 8pm. The late sessions allow men
and women who work during the day to seek treatment
in the evening. The clinic provides preventative and
curative medical care, with conditions requiring special
attention being referred to suitable medical institutions
for further treatment.
Treatment and medicines are given at a very nominal
cost, although no one is turned away for lack of money.
We benefit from having worked with the community
closely over thirty years and by now we know how many
& which families come under this category.
Since 2005, treatment for TB is provided through the DOTS program. To conduct this activity we get medicines from
Government Hospitals. A DOT is the method recognized by the World Health Organization as the best way of treating
Tuberculosis. Over the last year we have treated 65 patients through the DOTS system.
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Pathology Laboratory
Since August 2006 Deep Griha Society has had a comprehensively equipped
Pathology Laboratory facility, providing a wide range of tests at reasonable rates.
Patients, referred by the medical practitioner at DGS and walk ins, make use of
this facility. It is hoped and efforts are made to make this a self sufficient project.
HIV testing is also performed at the laboratory supported by pre and post
counselling. The Municipal Corporation (MSACS) has sponsored this with free
testing kits.

Eye Care
Deep Griha runs an eye clinic conducted by ophthalmologists, held twice a
week at the Family Welfare Centre, Tadiwala Road. The eye clinic is
equipped according to the specifications of optometrists. Deep Griha also
runs a Mobile Eye Clinic to various urban slums and rural areas in and
around Pune. The mobile eye clinic personnel include professors and
students from the Bharatiya Vidyapeeth College of Optometry, Pune.
Since Pune is one of the affluent cities in India and has both private &
Government medical facilities, the Vision Aid Overseas UK have
withdrawn from sending their optometrists for Eye Camps which were
going on annually since 1995. We are conducting these camps with
Bharatiya Vidyapeeth College of optometrists.

Sure Start (Maternal and Newborn Health-MNH)
Since mid-2007, Deep Griha Society has been working as a partner with Project Concern International (PCI) as one of
the implementing agencies in Pune for PATH’s Sure Start project. The project terminated in Sept. 2011. As a follow up
of the Sure Start project, through PATH the MOMS Committee programme is running at present.
Sure Start was an initiative to support community action for improving maternal and newborn health (MNH) in India.
Sure Start’s primary objectives were to:
 Support and increase individual, household and community
action that directly and indirectly improves maternal and newborn
health
 Enhance systems and institutional capabilities for sustained
improvements in maternal and newborn care and health status
 Reduce the maternal mortality and infant mortality rates.
 Ensure there is no sex discrimination
With many years experience in healthcare and child development,
Deep Griha Society was ideally placed to implement this project.
DGS implemented Sure Start in the Tadiwala Road, Ramtekadi and
Bibvewadi slums, covering a total population of around 120,000.
The team had 16 members.
Monitoring of Maternal & Newborn health status Committees: MOMS Committees
As a follow up of the Sure Start Project, since Dec. 2011 we are in the process of setting up MOMS committees in the
three areas Deep Griha works. By August2012 end the 3 MOMS Committees will be registered with the Charity
Commissioner and will continue to ensure the health of mothers and infants. We are looking at this as the
sustainability of the maternal and newborn health project.
Special Clinic:
A Gynaecologist has been visiting two of DGS’s project sites, regularly for the past nearly 2 years. She gives
consultation on gynaecological problems. Due to health reasons she has discontinued since April. 2012
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MOMS committees gradation was carried out.
Dissemination meeting with different stakeholders – Facilitators sharing workshop at Dapoli for 2 days Sure
Start Pune team participated (PCI+4 partners MNH staff) discussion & presentation on SWOT analysis, AIDS &
Sexuality, MNH work sharing, etc was organized.
A retreat to Madurai was organized of all Sure start staff for experience sharing.
A documentary file on MNH project was prepared.
Special medical activities this year:
Regular Medical checkup of Balwadi, Creche & Aadhar kendra children were conducted by Dr. Patra of France
Dental checkup at Ramtaekdi, Ambedkarnagar and Tadiwala Road was organized with DY Patil Dental college.
Awareness programme on maternal care and Neonatal care by nursing students of Inlaks Budhrani Hospital.
Breast Feeding awareness at Ramtaekadi, Bebwewadi and Tadiwala Road.
Medical camp by Bharati Hospital at Bebwewadi and General medical checkup was organized.
Eye Clinics at Tadiwala Road, Ramtakdi and mobile eye clinic examined 1625 patients.
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DISHA (Deep Griha's Integrated Service for HIV & AIDS)
DISHA is an HIV prevention, treatment, care and support programme working not only within our regular target
communities but also with the wider public in Pune, through Wake Up Pune which was and continues to be an
initiative of Deep Griha.
The ‘Stigma Chakra’
For people living with and affected by HIV and AIDS, the stigma and discrimination surrounding HIV can be far more
damaging than the effects of the virus itself. Deep Griha Society aims to tackle the SILENCE surrounding HIV. It is this
silence that leads to a vicious cycle of ignorance, fear, stigma, discrimination… and as a direct result, more silence.
Pune is the second largest city in Maharashtra, with a growing population of more than 40 lakhs (4 million). It ranks
among the top five HIV prevalence cities in the state.
Official figures report that in 2010, 81,722 people in the city were tested for HIV at Government testing centres. Of
these, 8.61% tested positive. These figures exclude the thousands of people already living with HIV in Pune, along with
those who are as yet unaware of their HIV+ status.
It is crucial to bear in mind that the HIV & AIDS ‘numbers’ represent real people. They have families, friends, and a
community. The numbers have faces. The 254 DISHA clients have faces and people that love them and who are
affected by their HIV+ status.
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Since DISHA started in January 2005, the project has grown rapidly to offer a wide range of services:
 Nutrition programme for clients (two healthy meals a day, six
days a week)
 Drop-in centre with recreation facilities
 Counselling services
 Health education awareness programs
 HIV support group
 Free DOT Centre for Tuberculosis
 Free condom demonstration and distribution
 Home based care and support
 Treatment of opportunistic infections
 Referral services (e.g. to Sahara Aalhad Centre for Residential




Care and Rehabilitation)
Weekly outpatient clinics (courtesy of Dr Madhu)
Income generation programme (helping clients to achieve financial security)
Voluntary Counselling and Testing Centre (VCTC)

Regular DISHA gatherings feature dance and music, giving an opportunity for People Living with HIV and their families
to relax, have fun, and showcase their talents. DISHA’s emphasis on ‘Positive
Living’ is one of the most distinctive aspects of the project.
DISHA has centres in Tadiwala Road and Ramtekadi, and also performs outreach
using the DMAV (DISHA Mobile Awareness Vehicle). The DMAV delivers the
DISHA team to the urban and rural communities who otherwise have notoriously
poor access to education and health awareness in general.
AIDS Campaign in December in the first week of Dec. 2011 spread out all over
Pune.
Candle Light Vigil in the month of May and Matrimonial Event in Aug. 2012
Othere special activities: (give numbers of people who attended)
 International Youth day celebrated with MSACS .:
 Kiosk was set up on the Laxmi road, during Ganesh festival. For HIV/
AIDS awareness. 3000 condom and leaflets were distributed.
 BJ Medical college student visited the DISHA client kids and celebrated
Birthday party with the kids.
 Positive living session was organized. Cervical cancer information was
shared by Jahangir Hospital’s doctors. 15 clients attended the session.
 Henna & rangloi designs and Drawing completion was organized for
DISHA Clients.

Huge Rangoli at Deccan Junction. Aprox. 600 people watched rangoli.
Volunteer performed street play for awareness.
 Inter Nursing College dance competition was organized, in collaboration with Sadhu Vasvani Mission college
of Nursing. 8 colleges participated, 500 people attended the programme.
 Candle Light Memorial programme was organized in May 2012. 400 people participated in the rally.
 Anti Drug day was celebrated.

Wake Up Pune
Deep Griha Society is a the primary partner in the Wake Up Pune campaign,
which brings together a coalition of NGOs and civil society groups to run citywide HIV awareness programmes. The campaign has received significant
international coverage and has reflected very positively on Deep Griha Society.
DISHA has organised or contributed to many events under the Wake Up Pune
banner this year – please visit www.wakeuppune.org for full details about the
campaign.
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Rural Development
Although Deep Griha’s work is primarily focused within the urban slum communities of Pune, we also work within
nearby rural communities.

Vidyanagari
'Access, progress and excellence in education in rural India.’
Through our rural activities around Kasurdi (including the City of Child project) and following wide-scale survey of
families within a 20 kilometre radius of the village, Deep Griha Society has identified demand in the vicinity for a high
quality English-medium school, along with improved awareness of health care and vocational and agricultural training.
To this end, DGS created Vidyanagari (‘City of Knowledge’). Vidyanagari aims to address the lack of access to quality
education and training faced by rural communities, by providing the following:
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 English Medium School – ‘Deep Griha Academy’
 Vocational and IT Training Centre
 Community Health Awareness & Education
 Locally relevant Agricultural, Environmental
Development Training Facility

&

Vidyanagari is a long-term project that Deep Griha has
undertaken. It is the focal point of the rural empowerment
programmes of DGS.
There are more than 150,000 people living in the 20 villages
forming Vidyanagari catchment area. The project will
benefit both the local population and a number of
underprivileged users from Deep Griha’s existing projects,
most notably some of the children from City of Child.
Through Vidyanagari, DGS seeks to address the increasing disparity in development between urban and rural India.
Many people in Pune have migrated to the city from rural areas in search of employment, education and better
opportunities, but end up living in the city’s slums. DGS would like to address one of the root causes of the slum
problem by improving access to quality education, vocational training and health service for those living in rural areas.
This prevents migration to slums in cities and hopefully in the future will reverse the unintended migration.
Environmental Sustainability
The land, which has suffered from years of human interference causing extensive soil erosion, will be treated and
restored. It will be reforested using native plants, trees and shrubs which will not only attract wildlife, birds and insects
but which will also be used as an educational resource for students, farmers, and members of the wider community.
The site will also include a demonstration agriculture plot, which will be used to train local farmers in organic and
environmentally sustainable farming techniques.
Eco-friendly systems are planned. A groundwater survey was completed and rain water harvesting and management
systems were installed to make maximum utilisation of available resources. A Solar Powered water filter was set in for
the school. Currently, we are looking for potential funders who would be interested in setting up a hybrid (wind and
solar energy) system at Vidyanagari. In this manner the whole project will be completely environment friendly setting
an example for the communities nearby.

English Medium School: Deep Griha Academy
In September 2007, the pre-primary section of Deep Griha Academy was
inaugurated. Two new sections were recently opened. Standard I was
opened in June 2009 and Standard II began in July 2010. These
programmes are an exciting beginning for Vidyanagari, which will be an
English-medium school for the rural community with standards and
facilities to rival any urban school.
The school will address many of the problems faced by people living in
the rural areas by employing a specially designed agri-based and learnercentred curriculum. The holistic development of each child will be a
priority and these methodologies will develop confident, responsible,
socially aware and environmentally conscious people.
Adopting an approach to learning only seen in a handful of nurseries around Pune, this new and exciting project will
offer children the opportunity to gain a quality education in a stimulating and safe environment.
The agri-based curriculum will sensitise students to their environment, encourage an appreciation of the significance
of agriculture and foster in them a responsibility toward their community. This curriculum will utilise project-based
‘learning by doing’ methodologies to help facilitate creative and practical thinking in students in order to meet the
challenges of modern rural India.
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DGA aims to be a fully inclusive school. The new school buildings have been designed to be fully accessible to people
with disabilities and the curriculum will ensure that those students with special educational needs can be educated in
the mainstream classroom as far as possible. Our teachers will also receive training to ensure that they can take care of
the special needs of these children.
A survey has been conducted within the local community. Representatives from Deep Griha have met with local village
heads and students from nearby schools to assess demand for services. In time, the project will grow to support the
Vidyanagari mission:
‘Empower rural communities and support rural development by providing quality education, training and
opportunities through locally appropriate programmes.’


At present, since June 2012, we have nursery, lower KG, Upper KG & 1 to 4 standard classes.



The total strength of the school in Aug. 2012 is 250 students.



The new building, the I Phase of Primary Section, sponsored for construction by British Gas was inaugurated

st

th

th

on the 14 June 2012.







Music lessons started with this new academic year: Indian classical and western since June 2011.
Expansion of area used for agriculture from about 2 acres to almost 4acres.
Festivals were celebrated through the year
Centrica volunteers visit Every Friday and conduct Activities with Children as well as teach lessons in spoken
English every other Friday for the teachers.
Our first ever flag hoisting at school took place on August 15, 2011.
First medical camp organized at Vidyanagari in Aug. 2012. It was a Gynaecological Health camp, sponsored by
Rotary Club and support of a Gynaecologist from Kedgaon. 92 women participated in this camp.
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Relationships with institutions
Twice a week, MSW (Master of Social Work) students from Karve Institute, Bharatiya Vidyapeeth,
Tilak Maharashtra Vidyapeeth and Pune University visit Deep Griha Society as a basis for their practical assignments.
Social work students from colleges across Maharashtra (including Amravati, Akola, Chandrapur and Nagpur) visit Deep
Griha during their educational exposure visits.



-

Students from the Garware Counselling Institute and Bharatiya Vidyapeeth also come to Deep Griha for their
practicals.
ILS Law College students – who participate in the Legal Clinics – also visit City of Child annually to interact with
the children there.
Many students from Symbiosis Institute of Media and Communication have completed their annual internships at
Deep Griha for one year.
Last year DGS established a new partnership with The Alliance for Global Education LLC who sends volunteers to
DGS on a regular basis.
Design Impact fellows for special projects.

Volunteers
Throughout the year local and international volunteers visit Deep Griha. Their contribution is invaluable. They work on
various projects and assist DGS staff members. We always stress that volunteers are here to support staff and not
replace them. The work they carry out as a volunteer depends largely on their own skills and interests, and of course
the events taking place at Deep Griha when they arrive.
SANGAM, the International guide centre has been sending guides as volunteers for pre planned activities like, craft,
games, painting works
Relationships with corporations and other organisations
At Deep Griha we do not believe in duplicating any of the services being provided in the community. As a result, we
always focus on networking with other organisations. Networking also plays a key role in enhancing the services we
provide.
For the last couple of years Deep Griha has emphasised establishing long-term relationships with corporations. We are
in the process of exploring ways in which corporations can get involved in a true sense and execute their corporate
social responsibility policies. Finding a common element is the key so every activity is beneficial to both sides. Last
year, there were a few corporations that got involved in the work we do. Some of them have been listed below:










Tech Mahindra
Oak Foundation
HDFC, Pune
BNY Mellon
Fujitsu India
Extentia Information Technology
Tata Consultancy Services
Cummins India
Centrica

Sangam and Girl Guides
Deep Griha Society has a longstanding relationship with ‘Sangam’, one of the world centres of the World Association of
Girl Guides and Girl Scouts. Based in Pune, Sangam regularly send their international delegates to visit Deep Griha to
showcase what local people are doing for development.
Staff Capacity Building
For the past few years, Deep Griha has emphasised on making maximum resources available for staff capacity building.
Open Space technology seminars and Workshops were arranged with Celia Bray of Tasmania from Nov. 2011 to Feb.
2012. This was especially to improve the internal communication within the project and with different projects under
the umbrella of Deep Griha. In April 2012, Celia returned for two weeks to conduct an evaluation of these workshops.
These were appreciated by all the staff and the communications improved.
A special crash course in spoken and written English was conducted for the staff for a period of one month in
June/July 2012. The weekly Team Leaders’ meetings are now conducted in English.
During the month of May & June capacity building trainings were arranged for field workers, teachers, helpers etc.
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DGS beneficiaries 2011-12
(1 September 2011 to 31 July 2012)

Activity

Childcare and Child Development
Crèches (Age group up to 3 years)
Balwadis (Age group 3 to 5)
Aadhar Kendra Urban
Aadhar Kendra (Child Sponsorship Programme)
Hobby Classes (April, 15 days)
Coaching Classes
Aadhar Kendra Rural - City of Child
Residents at City of Child
Youth Empowerment Programme
Yuva Sphurti Kendra IT School
DIYA Youth Centre Ramtekadi
Recreational programme
Awareness programs
Carrier guidance program
Youth counselling through TL
Basic Computer class
Beauty Parlour class
Mehendi (Heena) class
Women’s Empowerment Programme
Adult Education Classes
Post Literacy Classes 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th std
Self-Help Groups (SHG)
Beautician, Henna & Rangoli Design Courses
Awareness Program (monthly programmes)
Girl Child Development Programme
Worker Seminars & Couples Seminar (CWEB)
World Women’s Day & World Literacy Day programmes
Legal Aid Centre (through ILS Law College)
Kamayani
Financial Literacy training 1
Financial Literacy training 2
Medical & Healthcare
Dispensary
DOT Centre (TB patients)
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Batches

Total number of
beneficiaries

10
2

281
69

3
3
5

315
353
99
42

3

78

6
15
6
10
12
3
6

241
477
141
128
62
58
86

6

42

9
70
6
10
2
2
2
10
1
53
40

56
1128
124
702
83
79
470
41
18
577
467

21481
65
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Pathology Laboratory
Eye clinic
Eye camps
Medical Camp (dental, cardiac, paediatric, gynaec, etc.)
Nutrition centre (adults and TB patients)

1470
529
1096
333
38

MNH (Maternal & New Born Health-PCI-Sure Start )
Women receiving ANC & PNC
Newborn babies (0 to 6 months)
MOMS Committee
Awareness programmes
Special programmes

875
497
120
1021
742

10
34
6

DISHA (Deep Griha’s Integrated Service for HIV & AIDS)
Tadiwala Road (TRC)
Ramtekadi (RC)
HIV & AIDS awareness programmes
Take the wheel awareness programmes
World AIDS Day rally / T.B day/ Anti Drug Day
Hiv Testing done (Males 253 + Females 226)
Vidyanagari
Students in pre-primary and std I to V grade classes
Hobby classes for community children
Medical Camp: Women’s’ medical check

Total Beneficiaries
NOTE: This is quantitative data only. For qualitative data and in-depth analysis, please contact us.
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168
86
47143
466
15000
479

250
150
92

98318

